
 
 
This week's updates 

 House passes legislation repealing medical device tax 
 HCPF to enroll 1900 more Adults without Dependent Children in Medicaid 
 Colorado hospitals receive mixed grades in patient safety rankings 
 Exchange advisory groups hold first meetings 
 COHBE Board to vote on process for certifying exemptions from health reform's individual 

mandate 

Headlines of the Week 

House passes legislation repealing medical device tax 
This Thursday, the House of Representatives passed a bill repealing the excise tax on 

medical devices, a key funding mechanism for the Patient Protection and Affordable 

Care Act (PPACA). The excise tax, which helps to fund the coverage expansions in 

PPACA, imposes a 2.3% tax on sales of medical devices over $5 million. The bill, 

which is sponsored by Representative Erik Paulsen (R-MN), passed 270-146. Three 

dozen Democrats joined Republicans in voting for the bill. In addition to removing the 

excise tax, the bill also allows people to use tax-advantaged health savings accounts to 

purchase over the counter drugs and allows people to recover up to $500 from those 

savings accounts, if they do not use the money on medical care.  

 

The cost of the bill would be $37 billion, over ten years. Paulsen proposes to offset 

this cost by eliminating limits on the amount that the government can collect if it 

gives low-income people higher health insurance subsidies than they qualify for. 

When PPACA is fully implemented, the subsidies will be paid in advance and the 

government expects to make billions of dollars in overpayments. The White House 

responded to Paulsen's proposal, saying that eliminating the limit on the amount the 

government can recover would essentially be a tax increase and would discourage 

people from seeking health coverage. 

 

While the bill passed the House, it is not expected to become law. The Senate is 

unlikely to take up the legislation and the White House has already threatened to veto 

the bill. 

 

CCLP strongly opposes repealing the medical device tax or eliminating other funding 

streams for PPACA, which are essential for expanding health coverage to millions of 

Americans. Representative Jared Polis, of Colorado's second congressional district, 

described the legislation as "another bill to repeal the Affordable Care Act." Polis, 

along with the rest of Colorado's Democratic representatives voted against the bill. All 

four Colorado Republican representatives supported the repeal of the tax. 

 

The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP) released a paperopposing the 
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repeal of the tax. According to CBPP, Paulsen has overestimated the effect the tax 

will have on the medical device industry. The paper challenges the assumptions that 

the tax will cause manufacturers to shift jobs overseas and that the tax will limit 

innovation in the medical device industry. Additionally, CBPP raises the concern that 

the repeal of the tax will likely be offset by eliminating coverage expansion provisions 

from PPACA. This could encourage further cuts to the funding of PPACA, which 

would prevent the expansion of coverage to 33 million Americans, or significantly 

increase the deficit. 

 

Coverage of the excise tax debate and vote is available from the Associated Press. 

  

What's New 

HCPF to enroll 1900 more Adults without Dependent Children in Medicaid 

The department of Health Care Policy and Financing (HCPF) will begin adding 1900 

additional adults without dependent children (AwDC) to the Medicaid program this 

week. The new expansion to adults without dependent children is limited to 10,000 

people with incomes of about $90 per month (10 percent of the federal poverty 

level). HCPF began accepting applications for the new program on April 1 and 

enrolled about 6,000 people in mid-May. Another enrollment will occur in early July. 

If the program reaches its 10,000 enrollee limit in July, then HCPF will use a waitlist 

system. More information is available from the HCPF website. 

 

Colorado hospitals receive mixed grades in patient safety rankings 

This week, the Leapfrog Group, an organization dedicated to reducing deaths, 

infections, and injuries in hospitals, released patient safety rankings for all 2,600 

hospitals in the US. The rankings, which were based on Medicare data, considered 

how successful hospitals were at preventing deaths, infections and injuries that 

should not have occurred. The 33 Colorado hospitals which were ranked by the 

organization received a mix of grades, with the majority being considered average or 

below average in patient safety. Seven hospitals received A's, 12 received B's, and 14 

received C's. 

 

You can find the safety score for your local hospital at a website put together by the 

Leapfrog Group. 
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Coverage of the rankings is available from the Denver Business Journaland Colorado 

Public News. 

Colorado Health Benefit Exchange (COHBE) Update 

Exchange advisory groups hold first meetings 

Three of the four new advisory groups recently formed by COHBE began meeting this 

past week. These meetings focused primarily on the process and procedures the 

advisory groups will adhere over the coming months. The COHBE board established 

the advisory groups in order to engage stakeholders and subject matter experts, 

conduct background research, and make recommendations for the board's 

consideration on a series of policy decisions. Details from these specific meetings 

include: 

 

Small Business (SHOP) Advisory Group: The Small Business Health Options Exchange 

(SHOP) Advisory Group decided it will first address the issue of whether the SHOP 

exchange will support an employer "defined contribution" model. Under a defined 

contribution model, employers would contribute a fixed dollar amount toward the 

health insurance premium of their employee. The employee would then be able to 

apply their employer's contribution to the policy of their choice through the SHOP 

exchange. The primary advantage of a defined contribution model is that it increases 

choice for employees while relieving employers of the administrative responsibilities 

of plan selection and enrollment. However, allowing greater choice to employees can 

lead to a greater risk of adverse selection. Adverse selection is the phenomenon of 

steering healthier (less costly) and less healthy (more costly) individuals into 

different insurance pools. Other upcoming topics that the SHOP Advisory Group will 

address include making recommendations on the appropriate plan information to 

display to employers and employees shopping for coverage, recommending items to 

be included on the streamlined enrollment application form, and recommending a 

structure for compensating insurance agents and brokers.  

 

Health Plan Advisory Group: The Health Plan Advisory Group will first address the 

issue of how to administer premium assistance (advanced premium tax credits and 

cost sharing assistance). This issue will primarily deal with operational processes 

concerning the communication and reconciliation of enrollment and payment data 
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between health plans, the exchange, and The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 

Services. Other upcoming topics that the Health Plan Advisory Group will address 

include making recommendations on the defined contribution system described 

above, recommending requirements and duration of certifying health plans for sale 

in the exchange, and recommending the appropriate functions for the COHBE 

customer service center. 

 

Individual Experience Advisory Group: The Individual Experience Advisory Group held 

its initial meeting on Tuesday of this week. The meeting was mostly organizational in 

nature but also initiated conversation on the first substantive issue the group will 

address, plan comparison. The advisory group is being asked to weigh in on the types 

of criteria that will be important for consumers as they compare their options for 

purchasing a health insurance plan. The advisory group will also be asked to weigh in 

on decisions related to a uniform enrollment application, the role and compensation 

of navigators, the role and compensation of brokers, the customer service center, 

and consumer rights and responsibilities. 

 

COHBE Board to vote on process for certifying exemptions from health reform's 

individual mandate 

The COHBE Board of Directors will vote at its upcoming meeting to adopt the staff 

recommendation that Colorado use the federal system for certifying exemptions 

from the individual mandate. As discussed inlast week's Health Law and Policy 

Update, qualified individuals may be exempt from the individual mandate, which is 

the requirement that all Americans purchase health insurance. Bases for exemptions 

include financial hardship, membership in a Native American tribe, religion, 

undocumented immigrant status, and others. PPACA requires a certification process 

to ensure that individuals qualify for the exemption. Recent federal guidance 

announced that states will be able to use a federally facilitated system for 

determining eligibility and certifying eligibility for exemption from the individual 

mandate. Using the available federal process would likely reduce Colorado's 

administrative and workload expenses. COHBE's upcoming board of directors 

meeting will be Monday, June 11 from 8:30-noon at: COPIC, Mile High Room, 7351 E. 

Lowry Blvd., Denver, CO 80230. 
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